Introduction
DNA replication is a highly regulated process involved in the maintenance of genome stability (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2011; Macheret and Halazonetis, 2015; Técher et al., 2017) . Its accuracy relies partly on a spatio-temporal program that regulates timing and location of origin firing (Dileep et al., 2015; Rivera-Mulia and Gilbert, 2016) . Based on this program, replication is organized into large-scale domains that replicate at different times in S phase (Ryba et al., 2010; Cornacchia et al., 2012) . During the last decade, different groups including our laboratory, showed that the replication-timing program (RT) is finely tuned and maintained from an S phase to the following one (Hadjadj et al., 2016; Brustel et al., 2017; Almeida et al., 2018) . It also appeared that this program is modified during cell differentiation (Hiratani et al., 2010; Hadjadj et al., 2016) . However, it remains unclear how this program is established and maintained. Protocols developed to study the RT in specific cell lines have been established in different labs (Hansen et al., 2010; Ryba et al., 2011; Dileep et al., 2012; Marchal et al., 2018) . Differences between RT protocols may produce different results, sometimes devoid of biological relevance. DNA-Immunoprecipitation (DNA-IP) is a critical step of the RT protocol. We optimized duration and reproducibility of this step by using the SX-8G IP-Star® Compact Automated System (Diagenode®). Thus, it now lasts only 1 day (instead of 2-3 days before) and produces highly reproducible results regardless of the experimenter. In order to make the analysis of experimental results more accurate and reproducible, we also implemented two web-based softwares: START-R Analyzer and START-R Viewer, showing user-friendly interfaces (HTML and simple-click controls) that can be used by any biologist. The START-R Analyzer was initially based on a script developed in 2011 by David Gilbert's laboratory (Ryba et al., 2011) which is not anymore currently working as it is, due to different software updates. The script was improved by implementing new tools for the detection of temporal transition regions (TTR) and for the fast identification of differential results between two experiments. These softwares are available online on our
Results

An improved RT protocol using the IP-Star robot
The protocol developed to analyze genome-wide replication-timing program (RT) in mammalian cells lasts 3 weeks (Ryba et al., 2011) . It includes pulse-labeling of cells with nucleotide analog 5-bromo-2-deoxyuridine (BrdU) followed by flow cytometry cell sorting (FACS) of labeled cells into two S-phase fractions. Then, immunoprecipitation (IP) targeting the BrdU-labeled DNA is performed. IP is a time-consuming step and needs to be carefully monitored in order to get precise and specific signals. Thus, we optimized the BrdU IP protocol by introducing an automated step using the SX-8G IP-Star® Compact Automated System. It is now possible to simultaneously perform IP of 16 samples that correspond to 8 early and 8 late fractions, which means 8 RT experiments. The automated system allows to perform DNA-IP overnight. Its high standardization improves the reproducibility of RT profiles from one experiment to another, whoever the experimenter. To prove this point, RT analyses were performed by four different experimenters with four independent RKO cell line cultures; two experimenters performed handmade DNA-IPs independently, while two others independently used the IP-Star robot. Then, we compared the percentage of differences between each handmade experiment and each "IP-Star" experiment. We found a difference of 4.25% between both handmade experiments while only a difference of 0.11% was observed between each independent experiment performed with the "IP-Star" robot (Supplemental Fig. S2 and Supplemental Table S1 ).
Once immunoprecipitated, newly synthesized DNA is amplified with a SeqPlex tm enhanced DNA Amplification kit designed for microarray or deep-sequencing experiments. For microarray experiments, labeled DNA is hybridized to a whole genome comparative hybridization microarray (CGH microarray, 180,000 probes, one every 13Kb). We showed that a microarray with only 60,000 probes is not sufficient to produce a detailed RT profile (Supplemental Fig. S3 ). After scanning, the generated picture is analyzed through the feature extraction software (Feature Extraction 9.1 Agilent) that measures Cy3 and Cy5 intensity values for each of the 180,000 probes of the microarray. This generates a table containing the measures of processed signals that are used by START-R. "SystematicName", "gProcessedSignal and rProcessedSignal" columns are the ones used by default by START-R Analyzer to generate the whole-genome RT profile and its analysis. Other column names could also be used but experimenters have to be sure that such names are well matched when the file is downloaded to START-R Analyzer.
The Repli-chip protocol leads to results similar to the "6 fractions Repli-Seq" protocol
To test the accuracy of our Repli-chip approach, we compared it with the previously used "6 fractions-Replication-sequencing (Repli-seq)" method (Hansen et al., 2010) . Both approaches were applied to the same K562 cell line. We retrieved these Repli-seq data (6 fractions corresponding to G1, S1, S2, S3, S4 and G2) from the UCSC genome browser website (Kent et al., 2002) .
Initially, we chose the position of cell sorting windows in S phase in our Repli-chip experiment on the basis of previous validated RT protocols (blue lines, Fig. 1A ). When S1(Early) and S2 (Late) fractions are limited only to the S-Phase during Repli-chip experiments (blue lines, Fig. 1A ), some regions finally appeared as replicating in the middle of S phase (blue smooth RT profile, Fig. 1C ), whilst they had been shown to replicate very late in the "6 fractions Repli-seq" experiment ( Fig. 1B ). This could be explained by the low amounts of nascent DNA fragments present in the Early and Late sorted fractions restricted to S phase. The analysis of this Early/Late ratio results in an artefactual mid S phase replicating domain (blue smooth RT profile, Fig. 1C ). Thus, these regions appear to replicate in the middle of S phase while corresponding to domains replicated during the very late Sphase and the beginning of G2.
Figure 1. Repli-chip and Repli-seq protocols lead to similar results.
A) Cell cycle profile of K562 cells after propidium iodide labeling. The blue lines indicate windows used to sort cells in the first (S1) and the second part of S phase (S2). The red lines indicate the new wider delimitations of Early and Late sorting windows. B) Replication profile of K562 cell line obtained with Repli-seq approach. C) Replication profiles of K562 cell line obtained with our Repli-chip protocol. The blue line depicts the replication profile obtained after using the sorting windows limited to the S phase. The red line depicts replication profiles obtained using wider sorting windows overlapping slightly with G1 (on the left) and G2 (on the right) phases of cell cycle (as shown in A). The x-axis displays chromosomal positions (Mb) and the y-axis log2 (Early/Late) intensities. Dashed vertical lines show common RT regions between the B and C profiles. 20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30 To fix this problem, we have expanded the cell sorting windows to the end of G1 for the Early fraction, and into the beginning of G2 for the Late fractions (red lines, Fig. 1A ). Using these cell-sorting parameters RT profiles are highly similar to the "6 fractions-Repli-seq" experiments despite the gap left between S1 and S2 fractions to avoid cross-contaminations between both fractions, as shown for chromosome 19 and all other chromosomes (red smooth RT profile, Figs. 1B, 1C and Supplemental Fig. S4 , respectively). Therefore, an accurate Repli-chip protocol with correct cell-sorting parameters for two fractions provides similar results to those produced by the "6 fractions Repli-Seq" approach, in a less expensive and less time-consuming way.
START-R suite for automation of RT analysis allows robust statistical analysis with a user-friendly interface
We developed a software suite starting from a script created by David Gilbert's group in 2011 (Ryba et al., 2011) , that we improved and updated with different current versions of tools and algorithms. We also implemented new functions as TTR detection and differential analysis.
The START-R suite, which stands for Simple Tool for the Analysis of the Replication Timing based on R , is implemented into an HTML interface for more efficient and easier installation, use and sharing by biologists. START-R is built-in with Docker that packages START-R into a virtual container (Supplemental Fig. S1 ). Thus, START-R can be easily deployed at a personal computer or on a server, and can run independently of any library updating. This was not the case in the script developed in 2011 (Ryba et al., 2011) , which makes that script much less easy to use (Supplemental Fig. S1 ). As indicated by its acronym, START-R has the strength of being based on a statistical approach using R, allowing researchers noninitiated in R programming to analyze their data. While the usability of the program would tend to limit its adaptability, START-R provides as many parameters as possible for a comprehensive analysis of the RT program (Supplemental Fig. S5A to 5K ). Furthermore, we added new scaling, normalization and smoothing methods (Supplemental Figs. S6, S7) and also novel statistical approaches to detect differences between two samples (Supplemental 
A large panel of new settings and tools for RT analysis
In our method, we based our script on four major steps: normalisation (between Early and Late fractions, between two replicates, and between two independent experiments, It also produces descriptive statistics of the normalization step and RT statistical elements for each chromosome (domain size distribution, summary of segmentation process). Finally, a codebook is generated to ensure the traceability of options chosen for each analysis. The user-friendly interface facilitates the choice among the different analysis parameters
We added a step allowing the differential analysis of RT programs from two experiments.
Thus, we can now compare RT profiles obtained in different conditions and/or with different cell lines to identify loci and elements that can modify the RT program. Our differential analysis includes three different methods of comparison: the Mean method, the Euclidean method and the Segment comparison method.
The Mean method compares the means of log ratio intensities (Early/Late) obtained in two different experiments. Mean is calculated for a sliding window of 30 successive probes corresponding to a 300 kb genomic domain, which is consistent with the size of replicationtiming domains already described (Rivera-Mulia and Gilbert, 2016) . The overlapping parameter, defining the number of probes overlapping successive windows was initially set to 15. After the calculation of nominal and adjusted p-values (t-tests for mean comparison), the user can choose the p-value thresholds to distinguish significant differences between two conditions. The p-value adjustment method is chosen among a list of classical procedures (such as Bonferroni, Holm and Benjamini and Hochberg methods). The Euclidean method computes the squared differences of the log ratio intensities (Early/Late) for the same probes in two different experiments. The squared differences of every probes are plotted in a boxplot and the outliers are considered as significantly different following the threshold chosen by users ( Supplemental Fig. S9 ). Regions of differential intensities are defined as more than three consecutive outlier probes.
The segment approach uses the TTR and CTR values generated by START-R in the TTR and segmentation steps. The user can choose any parameter as this approach employs an empiric method. First, the method compares the presence or the absence of TTRs in two experiments (Supplemental Fig. S8C ). If TTRs are detected in both experiments, the segment approach compares their slopes(Supplemental Fig. S8D ). Finally, means of probe intensities are compared between CTRs common to two different experiments, by t-test. The threshold for the t-test significance is calculated according to the following procedure: two empiric CTRs are generated by picking randomly intensity values in both CTR for each experiment and a p-value is calculated by t-test. This permutation process is repeated 10.000 times and results to the estimation of an empiric p-value that is the threshold p-value for CTR comparison. The last major implementation is START-R Viewer (Supplemental Fig.   S5K ). This web-based interface allows the visualization of the RT profile generated by START-R Analyzer in dynamic charts obtained with the Plotly library (Sievert et al., 2017) . It creates figures from a specific file generated by START-R Analyzer , integrating all the analyses performed by START-R analyzer that another genome browser cannot display optimally. One can easily identify CTRs, TTRs ( Fig. 2A ) and significantly advanced or delayed regions (Fig. 2B) . The user can also choose color options for the RT display and take automatically a screenshot of the RT profile to create a figure. We therefore developed a genome browser to optimally display the maximum of resources generated by START-R Analyzer . How to choose adapted thresholds for differential analyses?
As described above, START-R Analyzer proposes different parameters depending on the chosen method. The central point for users is to select the correct method for the differential analysis and to choose the adapted parameters for this process. To test the impact of parameters on the detection of differences between two conditions, we compared RT data from the K562 and U2OS cell lines. We used the same normalization, smoothing, TTR and segment detection methods for both cell lines. We tested the Mean, Segment and Euclidean methods for differential analyses (Fig. 3A, 3B Fig. S10 ). These tests showed optimized p-value threshold and threshold for the Mean and Euclidean methods of 0.025 and 0.192, respectively (Supplemental Fig. S10A and S10B). Using these parameters, we found 713 RT changing regions with the Mean method, 1798 with the Euclidean method, and 3397 with the Segment method ( Fig. 4C ).
Each method shows its particularities, however, 659 common RT changing regions were detected by the three methods. While the number of regions with RT changes is different for each method, the global genome coverage is the same. As START-R Analyzer works quickly, we propose that experimenters use the same procedure in order to determine their own optimized parameters suitable for their experiments. Mb). Thus, each method shows a specific range concerning the length of regions with RT changes (Fig. 4D ).
Nevertheless, 92 to 95% RT changes detected by the Mean method overlap those detected with the other two methods (Supplemental Fig. S11 ). 40-48% RT changes detected by the Euclidean method overlap those detected by the Segment method, and 29-40% overlap those detected by the Mean method (Supplemental Fig. S11 ). With the optimized parameters, only 0.5% of RT changes found by the Mean method are unique, compared to 20% for the Euclidean method and 58.7% for the Segment method (Fig. 4C) . These observations show that a large part of RT changes, but not all, are detected by the Mean method. The Segment method appears to be more sensitive and able to detect more new regions that the other two methods. Each method has its own detection characteristics. Each user, depending on the asked biological questions, has to choose the most suitable one for the analysis. When the goal is to identify most regions with a real RT change, we recommend using the Mean method. When the goal is to find all regions with a RT change, we recommend using Segment or Euclidian method but with increased risks of obtaining false positives. Since the analyses with START-R are fast, we also recommend performing the analysis using the three methods and keeping the common results. Therefore, it is important that START-R Analyzer proposes these three tools. 
START-R analysis of replication-timing programs during differentiation in mouse: a new analysis of previous data
To validate our START-R based-approach without a priori consideration, we decided to reanalyze the data obtained by the Gilbert's group concerning the changes of replication-timing program during cell differentiation in mouse (Hiratani et al., 2008) show a different replication timing between D3esc and D3npc9 (Fig. 5A ). Thanks to START-R Analyzer that automatically generates BED files, it is easy to import files into a GALAXY session (Afgan et al., 2018) in order to continue the molecular characterization and to generate complementary results. Advanced and delayed regions show the aforementioned specific molecular signatures for the GC/LINE-1 content and gene coverage ( Fig. 5B ; Hiratani et al., 2008) . Unfortunately, we cannot compare the regions that we have identified with START-R with those previously discovered, since the article of Hiratani et al does not mention the genome coordinates. However, our results confirm that START-R Analyzer is robust, whatever the mammalian replication timing program studied and whatever the type of 
Validation of START-R with Early-Late Repli-seq data from mouse
Many data of replication-timing program can be obtained with Repli-seq experiments, but their analysis is time-consuming and often require bioinformatics skills. We analyzed the Early/Late repli-seq data from Marchal and co-workers (Marchal et al., 2018) . With different genomic tools (using GALAXY in our case), we obtained the alignment of reads and a BAM coverage file essential for the integration in the START-R pipeline. We specifically developed a supplemental script to convert the BAM coverage file to a log Early/Late file (convert_bamcoverage_file.R) to be sure that the integration into the START-R pipeline was correct. Then, we compared the RT smooth profile from E/L Repli-seq with similar data obtained with microarrays (Fig. 6A) . The profiles are almost identical, exactly as described by Marchal and co-workers (Marchal et al., 2018) . Thus, START-R Analyzer and Viewer can be easily used to analyze E/L Repli-seq data, showing its versatility and its simplicity of use. Other laboratories use the ratio of DNA content between G1 and S phases to analyze the RT program. We wanted to know if START-R suite can run the correct analyses with this type of data and also with other organisms than mouse and human. We performed exactly the same pipeline used for early-late Repli-seq data described above for Drosophila, zebrafish and human S/G1 data (Armstrong et al., 2018; Siefert et al., 2017; Massey et al., 2019) , in order to be sure that the integration into the START-R pipeline was correct. Then and as expected,
START-R can be run with S/G1 log ratio data for Drosophila, zebrafish and human ( Fig. 6B and 6C). We observed similar profiles as the ones already observed for these different organisms. However, our analysis of HEK293T RT changes with the Repli-chip method gave higher differences between distant extreme values, which optimized the detection of RT changes.
Discussion
In this study, we show a new automated protocol for generating and analyzing RT profiles in human and mouse genomes. This approach relies on both the automation of the IP step and on new web-based softwares, START-R Analyzer and Viewer (see graphical abstract in Supplemental Material). The IP-Star® robot reduces the length of the IP step from 3 days to an overnight experiment allowing the user to test 16 samples at the same time. This protocol is very interesting because samples could then be treated either by Repli-seq (2-fractions) or by microarrays. In addition, since the main experiment is carried out by a robot, there are few differences due to different experimenters. As demonstrated by our results, the degree of reproducibility of experiments using the IP-Star® robot is very high (Supplemental Fig. S2 ).
In addition, the choice of the cell-sorting window is primordial. The window extension overlapping G1 and G2/M (Fig. 1A) gives exactly the same profile obtained with the "6fractions Repli-seq" method ( Fig. 1B and 1C ), in shorter time and reduced financial costs.
The "6-fractions Repli-seq" approach, which is long and expensive, can discourage a number of labs. This approach makes these experiments much more affordable with the same level of precision.
The START-R suite facilitates the analysis by making it more accessible to nonbioinformatician researchers. User-friendly interfaces integrate all used steps to generate RT profiles ( Fig. 2) and users can choose different parameters at every step. Compared to the previous, no longer in use method (Ryba et al., 2011) , START-R Analyzer detects TTR regions and better refines and improves the CTRs detection. In addition, START-R Analyzer contains new calculation methods for the identification of differences between two conditions or two cell lines (Fig. 3) . This flexibility gives the users the opportunity to choose the differential analysis method and different parameters according to their questions (Fig. 4 , Supplemental Figs. S10 and S11). START-R also processes data from different organisms (Figs. 5 and 6) and those obtained with different methods, such as two fractions Repli-seq, two fractions Repli-chip and S/G1 fractions data. It also automatically generates files with different output formats essential for further molecular characterizations and compatible for classical bioinformatic tools and/or for GALAXY genomic tools. START-R Analyzer is not exclusively developed for mammalian genome as we also generated RT analyses for Drosophila and zebrafish genomes (Fig. 6 ).
START-R Viewer produces a nice interface to visualize all the data generated by START-R Analyzer. It facilitates the analysis of RT. In addition, it makes easier the navigation along the genome to take screenshots suitable for future figures (Supplemental Fig. S5K ). DNA extraction and sonication DNA from sorted cells was extracted using Proteinase K treatment (200µg/ml, Thermo Scientific, EO0491) followed by phenol-chloroform extraction and sonicated to a size of 500-1,000 base pair (bp), as previously described (Hadjadj et al., 2016) . 250mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100). Reversion was performed at 37°C during 2 hours with a solution containing 1% SDS and 0.5mg Proteinase K followed, after the beads removal, by an incubation at 65°C during 6 hours in the same solution.
START-R
DNA purification and quantitative PCR Immunoprecipitated BrdU labeled DNA fragments were extracted with phenol-chloroform and precipitated with cold ethanol. Control quantitative PCRs (qPCRs) were performed using oligonucleotides specific of mitochondrial DNA, early (BMP1 gene) or late (DPPA2 gene) replicating regions (Ryba et al., 2011; Hadjadj et al., 2016) .
Amplification
Whole genome amplification was performed using SeqPlex tm Enhanced DNA Amplification kit as described by the manufacturer (Sigma-Aldrich, SEQXE). Amplified DNA was purified using PCR purification product kit as described by the manufacturer (Macherey-Nagel, 740609.50). DNA amount was measured using a Nanodrop. Quantitative PCRs using the oligonucleotides described above were performed to check whether the ratio between early and late replication regions was still maintained after amplification. Hybridization was performed as previously described (Hadjadj et al., 2016) . The following day microarrays were scanned using an Agilent C-scanner with Feature Extraction 9.1 . S1 ).
Early/Late Repli-seq data and conversion
In order to validate our softwares, we used data from the GEO database, with the accession numbers GSM2496038 and GSM2496039, corresponding to Repli-seq 46C mouse cells -Early S fraction or Late S fraction, respectively. Data were managed using different tools from GALAXY server (Afgan et al., 2018) but data can also be processed manually using specific command lines of the algorithms used on a local computer. Read mapping was 
Validation of START-R suite using microarray data from other laboratories
We compared microarray data with Repli-seq data obtained with mouse ES46C cell line (GEO accession numbers: GSM2496037 and GSM2496038-039, respectively). Then, we analyzed with the START-R suite the microarrays data obtained by Hiratani et al. (2008) of D3esc and D3npc9 cell lines during mouse cells differentiation (GEO accession numbers:
GSM450273 and GSM450285, respectively). As data extracted from the Nimblegen platform are in PAIR format, we used a script to convert data into a valid format for START-R Analyzer (convertPair.R, available on GitHub https://github.com/thomasdenecker/START-R in "supplement script" file).
Validation of START-R suite using S/G1 data from multiple species
Different laboratories analyze variations of DNA copy number between G1 and S phase cells (S/G1 ratio) to study the replication timing program with Repli-seq. We used data obtained from different organisms such as Drosophila, zebrafish and human (Armstrong et al., 2018; Siefert et al., 2017; Massey et al., 2019) , to validate the START-R suite (GEO accession numbers: GSM3154888 and GSM3154890 for HWT Drosophila melanogaster female larvae wing disc cells in S and G1 phase, respectively; GSM2282090 for 28hpf Danio rerio embryos; SRX3413939-40 for HEK293T human cells in S and G1 phase, respectively). As previously, reads from G1 and S fractions are mapped with Bowtie2, then PCR duplicates are removed by RmDUP tool, and Bamcoverage is used to obtain the coverage with RPKM.
Then, as above, the bedGraph files are converted to a format compatible with START-R analyzer with "convert_bamcoverage_file.R." script. Coverage tools from GALAXY website were used to determine LINE-1 content and gene coverage. All boxplots were made using R program (3.5.1 version, R Core Team, 2019).
GC content, Long Interpersed Nuclear Elements
Data Access
All raw data generated in this study have been submitted to the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO; https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) under accession number GSE141122.
The START-R suite and the script used to perform the analysis in this study are available on 
